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For elementary binary floating-point computation the IEEE standard arith-
metic, adopted in 1985, is undoubtedly thorough, consistent, and well defined
[1]. It has been widely accepted and can be found in almost every processor de-
veloped since 1985. This has greatly improved the portability of floating-point
programs.

Dramatic advances in speed and memory size of computers have been made
since 1985. Arithmetic speed has gone from megaflops to gigaflops, to teraflops,
and to petaflops. This is not just a gain in speed. A qualitative difference
goes with it. If the numbers a petaflops computer produces in one hour were
to be printed (500 on one page and 1000 on one sheet) they would fill a pile
that reaches twice from the earth to the sun. Computing that is continually
and greatly speeded up calls conventional computing into question. Even with
quadruple and extended precision arithmetic the computer remains an experi-
mental tool. A new arithmetic standard must move strongly towards

more reliability in computation. Instead of the computer being merely a
fast calculating tool it must be turned into a scientific instrument of mathe-
matics. Three simple steps in this direction would have great effect. They are
both simple and practical. These requirements are backed up by extensive ex-
perience with software and hardware implementations carried out over the last
three decades [2, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 9, 20].

During the last several decades of numerical analysis, methods for very many
problems have been developed which allow the computer itself to validate or
verify its computed results. Mathematical fixed-point theorems, residual correc-
tion techniques, and interval arithmetic are basic engredients of these methods.
Hardly any of these verification techniques needs higher precision floating-point
arithmetic. Double precision floating-point arithmetic is the basic arithmetical
tool.

Three additional arithmetical features are fundamental and necessary:
I. fast interval arithmetic,

II. a fast and exact multiply and accumulate instruction

or, what is equivalent to it, an exact scalar product, and

III. elementary functions with proven and reliable a priori error

bounds.

I: The IEEE standard 754 seems to support interval arithmetic. It requires the
basic four arithmetic operations to have rounding to nearest, towards zero, and
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downwards and upwards. The latter two are essential for interval arithmetic.
But almost all processors that provide IEEE arithmetic separate the rounding
from the basic operation, which makes interval arithmetic extremely slow.

Future processors should provide the basic arithmetic operations with the
monotone downwardly and upwardly directed roundings▽+ ,

▽−
,
▽×

,
▽/ and△+ ,△− ,△× ,

△/ by distinct operation codes. Each of these 8 operations must be callable as a
single instruction, that is, the rounding mode must be inherent in each.

It is desirable that with a new arithmetic standard, denotations for arith-
metic operations with different roundings be introduced. They could be:
+, -, *, / for operations with rounding to the nearest floating-point

number,
+>, ->, *>, /> for operations with rounding upwards,
+<, -<, *<, /< for operations with rounding downwards, and
+|, -|, *|, /| for operations with rounding towards zero (chopping).

This would lead to much more easily readable expressions than for instance
the use of operators like .addup. or .adddown. in Fortran. In languages like
C++ which just provide operator overloading and do not allow user defined
operators these operations would have to be called as functions or assembler
instructions.

The operations with the monotone directed roundings are basic building
blocks for interval arithmetic. Speed has always been an issue for computing
and especially so for interval arithmetic. It is very desirable, therefore, that
the case selections for interval multiplication (9 cases) and interval division (14
cases) are also supported by hardware where they can be chosen without any
time penalty. See [15, 18].

II: To achieve high speed all conventional vector processors provide a multiply
and accumulate instruction. It is, however, not reliably accurate. By pipelining,
the accumulation (continued summation) is executed very swiftly. It is done in
floating-point arithmetic using the so-called partial sum technique. This alters
the sequence of the summands and causes errors beyond the usual floating-point
errors [13, 14].

To obtain narrow bounds for a result, interval arithmetic has to be combined
with defect correction or iterative refinement techniques. To be effective these
techniques should be supported by an exact multiply and accumulate operation
or, what is equivalent to this, an exact scalar product. It may be realized e.g.
by accumulating complete products of double length factors into a wide fixed-
point word. Fixed-point accumulation is simple, error free, and fast. The result
is independent of the sequence in which the summands are added. No under-
or overflow can occur during a scalar product computation, if the width of
this fixed-point word is properly chosen. For the double precision data format,
about 0.5K bytes suffice for this fixed-point word. The exact scalar product
eliminates many rounding errors in numerical computations and it stabilizes
these computations. It is a necessary complement to floating-point and interval
arithmetic.
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Apparently, quadruple precision arithmetic will be part of the next IEEE
arithmetic standard. But this should not be the only way to higher accuracy.
If the attainable accuracy in a particular class of problems is insufficient with
double precision, then it will very often be insufficient with quadruple precision
as well. It is necessary, therefore, also to provide a basis for improving the
accuracy rather than simply providing higher precision.

With the fast and exact multiply and accumulate operation, fast quadruple
or higher precision arithmetic can also be provided easily. A multiple precision
number is represented as a group of floating-point numbers. The value of the
number is the sum of the components of the group. It can be represented in the
wide fixed-point word. Addition and subtraction of multiple precision variables
or numbers can easily be performed in this word. Multiplication of two such
numbers is simply a sum of products of floating-point numbers. It also can be
computed by means of the exact multiply and accumulate operation.

Software simulations for an exact scalar product are available in the XSC
languages [12, 16, 17, 9], and in other more recent publications [4, 25]. A variable
precision data type staggered precision is based on it. Both are heavily used in
problem solving routines with automatic result verification [11, 5, 6].

Hardware support for the exact multiply and accumulate operation or the
exact scalar product could considerably speed up the operation. A minimum
hardware support would consist of:
a) computation of exact products of two double precision floating-point numbers
(i.e., to their full length).
b) local memory on the arithmetic unit of between 1K and 8K bytes.

A future arithmetic standard, however, should consider full hardware sup-
port for an exact scalar product! Implementation in hardware is easy. The
operation is performed by a shift of the exact products and their accumulation
into a wide fixed-point register on the arithmetic unit. Fixed-point accumulation
of the products is error free, and it is simpler than accumulation in floating-point
arithmetic. There is a specific technique for absorbing a possible carry as soon
as it arises. A very natural pipelining of the actions: loading the data, compu-
tation of the product, shifting, and accumulation of the products into the wide
fixed-point register leads to very fast and simple circuits [2, 20]. The circuitry
required for it is comparable to that for a fast multiplier with an adder tree,
accepted years ago. If supported by a (conventional) vectorizing compiler the
operation would boost both the speed of a computation and the accuracy of
the result! Hardware implementation of a full quadruple precision arithmetic is
likely to be more costly than implementation of the exact scalar product. The
latter only requires fixed-point accumulation of exact products. Fast quadruple
or multiple precision arithmetic and multiple precision interval arithmetic can
easily be provided as a by-product.

The scalar product of two floating-point vectors is the most important and
most frequently used elementary function. Since the dot product computed in
double, quadruple or extended precision arithmetic can fail to produce a correct
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answer an error analysis is needed for all applications. This can be left to the
computer. As the scalar product can always be executed exactly with moderate
technical effort it should indeed always be executed exactly. Error analysis
then becomes irrelevant. Furthermore, the same result is always obtained on
different platforms. An exact fused multiply and add operation at the matrix
level is inherent to it. It is fundamental to the whole of numerical analysis. In
mathematics it makes a big difference whether an operation is exact for many
or for all applications. Also, fast arithmetic for varying-precision formats can
easily be provided with it to a certain extent.

III: All arithmetic operations, functions or routines predefined by the processor,
the manufacturer or the vendor must be provided with proven and reliable a
priori error bounds. These error bounds must be made known to the user so that
he can deal with it. He should know just what he gets if an elementary function
or routine is used in a program. It is the vendor’s responsibility to deliver
these error bounds. Error estimates or error statements based on speculation
are simply not acceptable. Of course, deriving proven reliable a priori error
bounds can take a lot of work. But this work has to be done only once. A
great deal of it can be done by use of the computer and of interval arithmetic.
For an individual elementary function different error bounds may be obtained
for different evaluation domains. Their maximum then is a global error bound.
Proven error bounds must consider all error sources, like the approximation
error in a reduced range, errors resulting from range reductions, etc. [19, 23].

For the double precision format the conventional 24 elementary functions
have been implemented (just using double precision arithmetic) with an error
that is less than 1.5 ulp. Even for a long data type elementary functions can be
implemented with an error less than a few ulp [3].

A programming language or an arithmetic standard that supports interval
arithmetic also should provide elementary functions for interval data for all data
formats of the standard and for dynamic precision. Of course, high accuracy
is desirable. But speed also is an issue for interval arithmetic! For the double
precision format the elementary functions have been implemented for interval
arguments (just using double precision arithmetic) with proven reliable error
bounds that differ from the best possible interval enclosure of the result by an
error that is, say, less than 1.5 ulp for each of the bounds. For point intervals
the computed bounds show immediately how accurately the function has been
evaluated.

The vendor is responsible for the quality of the arithmetic and of the el-
ementary functions, and he has to provide valid (guaranteed) a priori error
bounds.

In Summary: Interval arithmetic can bring guarantees into computation while
an exact multiply and accumulate instruction can bring high accuracy via defect
correction methods and at high speed. It also is the key operation for fast
multiple precision arithmetic.
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Fast and accurate hardware support for I., II. and III. must be added to
conventional floating-point arithmetic. All three are necessary extensions.

A computer is supposed to be a scientific instrument of mathematics. It
is amazing that after 60 years of its use these elementary and most natural
requirements are not yet taken as a matter of course in computers.

The requirements I., II. and III. for a future arithmetic standard are in-
tended to give guidance to GAMM members when selecting future computers.
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